Chemeketa Community College Inclusive Access:

**Adonia Stevens**: Biggest thing for me with the digital course material is the price. I am not having to go into the book store and get sticker price on a textbook saying how I am gonna afford spaghetti sauce and a textbook? Because I need both right now.

**Meredith Schreiber**: Now my first initial thought was this is crazy. This is never going to work on my campus. It is really about servicing the student with a lower price point and reducing the day one access at a ridiculously good price. It just seemed like those are the things that seemed the most appealing to me.

**Angelika Bucannon**: It actually eliminates a lot of work that we have to do. It gives more resources that we can pull from. That aspect has been great.

**Adonia Stevens**: Being able to go online and go through your course material at anytime no matter what schedule is, is fantastic.